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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
Welcome to our 2018-2019 Environmental Sustainability Report
for Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
The climate emergency is one of the defining issues of our times. It is a challenge
none of us can ignore and it is why LLDC remains committed to delivering on
the Mayor of London’s London Environment Strategy and the Zero Carbon City
ambition.
Cities have a vital role to play to mitigate and act on these environmental
challenges. As we continue to create a new part of the city here in east London,
we will be guided by our ambition to enable people to live sustainable, low
carbon, resource efficient and healthy lifestyles. We have a responsibility – and
the opportunity – to showcase how we can both maintain existing and create
new, high quality green and blue spaces connecting people with the natural
environment to improve health and wellbeing.
We are proud of our achievements so far against a wide range of sustainability
commitments. Our work, for example with the East Bank partners, has seen
challenging environmental performance targets set for construction met at the
design stage for this new culture and education district.
Early in 2020, we will publish the latest update of our Biodiversity Action Plan
which will show the scale of work being carried out through Park management;
energy and water use in venues; and the positive impact of innovation and
partnership working with business on transport and community engagement.
Significant challenges lie ahead but the Park’s burgeoning academic, business
and cultural community presents huge opportunities in the future to use and
showcase innovative technology to realise solutions to our environmental, social
and economic challenges.

Lyn Garner
Chief Executive
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INTRODUCTION
This is the fifth Environmental Sustainability Report (ESR) for the London Legacy
Development Corporation (LLDC) covering the fourth full year of the Park’s opening.
This report presents progress made in our seven key environmental themes, during the
period April 2018 to March 2019 in line with the 2018/2019 financial year, as set out in
our Sustainability Guide to Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 2030.
The Mayor of London, neighbouring boroughs, local communities and businesses remain
central to the sustainable transformation of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and its venues,
and this reporting period reflects our continued commitment to partnership, collaboration
and to making progress towards our sustainable development goals.

WHO WE ARE
The London Legacy Development Corporation is a Mayoral
Development Corporation, formed in April 2012 to use the
opportunity of the London 2012 Games and the creation of
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to change the lives of people in
east London and drive growth and investment in London and the
United Kingdom by developing an inspiring and innovative place
where people want, and can afford, to live, work and visit.
We achieve our objectives by fulfilling a range of different roles and responsibilities that
extend beyond the boundaries of the Park itself.
We are a:
•

Regeneration agency;

•

Land owner and developer, using some of our land to build new neighbourhoods;

•

Estate manager, overseeing the maintenance of the parklands and former Olympic
venues;

•

Events host – we provide a platform for a range of events from international sporting
and music events to local community events;

•

Local Planning Authority – publishing our own Local Plan (that sets out the policies
and principles that developers must follow when building within this area) and making
planning decisions within our boundary;

•

Employer of 152 members of staff.
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY
FRAMEWORK
Our environmental sustainability commitments are divided across seven key themes.
These were set out in ‘Your Sustainability Guide to Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
2030’ which was published in 2012.

ENERGY

Zero carbon homes and
a reduction in carbon
emissions across all our
areas of work.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
These targets apply
to all new buildings
we have or will
design or develop
following the Olympic
and Paralympic
Games as part of the
Legacy Communities
Scheme.

Reduce water demand, tackle
local flooding and reduce
water course pollution.
WATER

WASTE

MATERIALS

BIODIVERSIT Y

TRANSPORT

Zero waste direct to landfill
through minimising waste
production and increasing
reuse.

Use locally sourced, low
environmental impact
and socially responsible
materials.

Provide a variety of usable
open spaces that promote
and protect biodiverse
habitat and wildlife.

Create well connected
places that facilitate the
use of sustainable modes
of transport to and across
Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park.

Progress
against
these
themes
extends
across
four key
areas of
our work

VENUES AND
PARKLANDS
These targets apply
to the maintenance
and operation of the
Park, along with the
venues for which we
are responsible.

EVENTS
These targets apply
to events that take
place across the
parklands and in
the venues of which
the LLDC maintains
ownership.

CORPORATE
Inspire healthy, inclusive
and sustainable lifestyles.
LIFESTYLES

This covers the
performance of our
office and activities
of our staff.
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HIGHLIGHTS OVER THE
YEAR
2018
April

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park Plastic Reduction
Action Plan launch.

October

Climathon London 2018, a hackathon event
promoting the Circular Economy and innovation
in managing plastic waste.

May

New Hackney
Wick Station
officially
unveiled by Sir
Peter Hendy
CBE, Chair of
Network Rail
and London
Legacy
Development
Corporation.

June

National Park City Week hosted tours of Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
LLDC staff plastic pledge to cut out plastic for
World Environment Day.

July

Make the Future live – a four-day event
celebrating creativity, innovation and future
energy solutions.

November

London Pulse Vitality Netball Super League team
playing and training at the Copper Box Arena,
developing grass roots community netball in
east London.

December

Revised Biodiversity Action plan submitted to
planning for approval.

2019
January

Inaugural Health & Wellbeing Week at Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
Bridges to Schools programme.

February

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park Half Marathon –
approximately 4,000 runners taking part.

August

March

Everyday throughout August the Park hosted
sporting activities for all ages and abilities,
including all ability cycling and canoeing on the
waterways, as part of Active August.

West Ham United and London Stadium in
conjunction with the Premier League and Sky
Ocean Rescue trial reusable plastic cups to serve
all draught beer.

September

Earth Hour.

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park was once again
awarded the prestigious Green Flag Award.

Sustainable Events Training event.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION
LLDC is committed to facilitating the use of sustainable
modes of transport to reduce emissions from travel.
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Hackney Wick Station Redevelopment
CASE STUDY

Hackney Wick Station was originally built in 1980 by
British Rail and coincided with the return of passenger
trains on the North London line between Camden Road
and Stratford, then known as Silverlink Metro. In 2007,
Transport for London (TFL) took over services and
rebranded the line London Overground, which since then
has realised significant success in passenger number
increase with 2.186m users in 2017/2018.
Following the delivery of the London 2012 Olympic Games, a revamped and modernised Hackney Wick
Station was central to the proposed Hackney Wick Strategic Masterplan for a new neighbourhood centre
and achieve a distinctive and innovative design that would contribute to a strong and individual identity
for Hackney Wick.
The area’s industrial heritage and the waterways were two themes the scheme architects Landolt Brown
sought to incorporate into the re-design of the station, complemented with a light and spacious ticket hall,
new stairs and lifts providing improved access to the station. A new underpass under the railway line - an
impressive engineering feat constructed in four days over Easter Bank Holiday 2018 weekend - allows
passengers and non-passengers to pass through the station building separately, connecting the north to
south sides of the station, a major improvement for the communities and businesses in the surrounding
area.
As with all LLDC-related construction projects, environmental sustainability features significantly in the
design requirements. Of the environmental features most relevant to this construction project, flood
resilience and use of materials were of noticeable importance as discussed below. Other sustainable
measures include heating and cooling provided for the ticket office and mess room, low flow W.C and
taps, LED low energy lighting and photovoltaics.
The sustainability considerations for Hackney Wick Station are based on a 20-25 year ‘life cycle’ review
of management, maintenance and associated costs. Following good management techniques such as
regular cleaning and maintenance, the actual life cycle is expected to be much longer.

Flood resilience
Hackney Wick Station is located in two different Environment Agency Flood Zone categories, Flood Zone 1, an area of
low risk of flooding in areas where the station is elevated, and Flood Zone 3, areas where there is a high probability
or risk of flooding, although the area does benefit from some flood defences. To attenuate run-off of flood waters
from the station to the surrounding area, Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SuDS) measures have been included.
The station design seeks to decrease the amount of impermeable area allowing infiltration of flood waters into
the ground, relieving pressures from drainage systems. The surface water drainage system has been designed in
accordance with details of the Part H Building Regulations (2002) surface water disposal hierarchy considering the
limitations of the site, which prioritises:
• Infiltration of water into the ground.
• Infiltration of water into watercourses.
• Waters received by public sewers.

Material selection
Material choice follows the three Rs: Reduce, Re-use, Recycle,
followed by using high quality (in some cases self-finishing
e.g. glass and concrete) and highly durable materials, where
new materials are required which also help to reduce levels of
maintenance required.
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Hackney Wick Station Redevelopment
CASE STUDY (continued)
To reduce the number of new materials used, features and fragments of the existing fabric were retained and reused
including the tracks, both platforms, brick walls and railings, existing green infrastructure in the form of trees,
and some embankment vegetation was also retained. An access ramp on Platform 2 was retained for maintenance
purposes, as was the station waiting room.
Materials selection was limited by the civil engineering constraints of the project to a combination of concrete and
steel base construction materials. For example, the main subway structure due to structural requirements does
not contains any recycled aggregate, although concrete used for ancillary features such as concrete slabs contains
recycled aggregate in the concrete mix, helping to lower the embodied energy and carbon intensity of the project.
The design includes the use of exposed in-situ concrete for
the main subway, ceiling surfaces and internal retaining
walls, supporting the minimal use of materials as it avoids
over-cladding and use of internal linings.
In summary, the design of the development combines
the use of quality materials and sustainable design with
a robust approach to the practicalities of long term low
maintenance.
The Hackney Wick Station redevelopment project
supports the criteria set out in the Sustainable Design and
Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) in
several ways, including:
• Optimising efficient use of land – the redevelopment occupies only the existing station footprint;
• Bringing derelict land into use;
• Encouraging sustainable transport – cycle storage/parking will be provided at the station, including fifteen
new bike stands making a total of 36 cycle parking spaces;
• Making the station more accessible (step-free access) encouraging rail use;
• Increasing connectivity of the surrounding area via the new subway, making walking easier and more
attractive.

The re-developed Hackney Wick Station has won numerous awards including: the prestigious
Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) London Award in the Community Benefit category; the
Transport and Infrastructure built schemes at the New London Architecture (NLA) Awards 2019;
RIBA London Award 2019; and RIBA National Award 2019; and was also shortlisted as one of ten
other projects that celebrate outstanding civil engineering achievement, innovation and
ingenuity in London.
Projects in the Community Benefit category have made a significant contribution to society, or
given to a public space project that makes a positive impact upon the local community, a
restoration of historic infrastructure or a project that improves the environment.
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

ENERGY

Require a minimum achievement of Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4 for all new homes
under current standards.

All housing developments
are designed to meet this
standard, and all homes bult
so far achieve this target.

All homes are designed to meet this standard.
To date, the 466 homes in Phases 1 and 2
of Chobham Manor have been built to this
standard.

Achieve Zero Carbon Homes on LLDC-led
development before 2016.

All developments are
on target to achieve this
standard and all homes built
so far achieve this target.

Of the 466 homes built in Phases 1 and 2
of Chobham Manor, all meet this
standard to date.

Require a 65% reduction in emissions over
Building Regulations 2013 through fabric
improvements and on-site features.

Due to developments
in building insulation
specification the technical
viability of the original FEES
proposal is under review.

A 65% reduction over Building Regulations
2013 has been achieved for completed
properties at Chobham Manor Phases 1 and
2. Due to developments in building insulation
specification the technical viability of the
original FEES proposal is under review.

Permit up to 35% of emissions mitigation
through allowable solutions in surrounding
communities as part of the LLDC's
regeneration remit.

Our carbon offset programme
opened to applications
this year to meet this
requirement.

LLDC are now discussing the Carbon Offset
Fund with applicants to ensure a high
standard of applications are received.

35% reduction in emissions over Building
Regulations 2013 for non-residential
buildings on LLDC-led developments; zero
carbon standard for non-residential
buildings when required by government.

36% reduction in emissions
in Building Regulations
2013 achieved at
Stratford Waterfront

A 36% reduction in emissions in
Building Regulations 2013 achieved at
East Bank at design stage.

15% reduction in emissions by 2020 from
in-use energy through engagement with
occupants of LLDC led developments and
the promotion of energy efficient home
appliances.

(design stage).
We are currently reviewing
the findings and results of
our Smart Home Heating
control trial for use in future
engagement.

We are in the early stages of comissioning a
Post Occupancy Evaluation study to review
our housing developments as they come
forward in the Olympic Park.

Support the extension of the district
heating network beyond the Park following
connection to the Stratford Halo/Genesis
development.

Planning is underway for the
connection of the existing
heat network to cross the Lea
River Navigation to provide
a heat network to Hackney
Wick and Fish Island.

LLDC continue to work with our District Heat
Network partner provider to plan additional
connections to planned developments in the
surrounding area.

Explore provisions to mitigate fuel poverty.

The high energy efficient
standards of homes being
built contribute to the
aleviation of fuel poverty.

All properties on our Chobham development
are designed to achieve an Energy
Performance Certificate reating of A, B or C,
the majority achieving a B rating, making a
significant contribution to aleviating fuel
poverty.

Initiate studies to optimise the use of the Old
Ford Water Recycling Plant and non-potable
water network for irrigation and toilet
flushing.

57,718 m3 of reclaimed
water produced at Old Ford
Waste Water Recycling Plant
during this reporting period.

Old Ford Water Recycling Plant and trial is
now closed after it’s 5th year of operation
post 2012 Games. This year the plant
produced 87,285 m3 of water, the second
highest since its opening.

Potable water use of no more than 105 litres
per person per day in homes in LLDC led
developments through reducing demand and
use of low flow fittings and appliances.

All developments remain on
track to achieve this standard
and all homes built so-far
achieve this target.

This target has been achieved on all new
development to date through the use of
water efficient fittings, appliances and water
recycling systems.

Rainwater harvesting and greywater
treatment to be incorporated in new LLDC
led developments.

Chobham Manor exemplar
homes have grey water
recycling.

Rainwater harvesting has been added to
exemplar units at Chobham Manor on Phases
1 and 2.

WATER
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

WASTE

Maximum 5% of construction, demolition
and excavation waste directly sent to
landfill (excluding hazardous material).

1% of waste sent to landfill
from East Wick development
during this operiod. Interim
target already achieved.

At Chobham Manor, 0.66% construction waste
sent to landfill; 0% construction demolition
and excavation waste sent to landfill at East
Wick development.

Monitor and report on construction waste
using an appropriate Site Waste Management
Plan.

Developers are required to
produce and maintain Site
Waste Management Plans for
all developments.

At Chobham Manor, 0.66% construction waste
sent to landfill; 0% construction, demolition
and excavation waste sent to landfill at East
Wick development.

Ensure all new buildings have adequate
internal and external storage space for
recyclable household waste.

All homes at Chobham,
East Wick and Sweetwater
are designed to meet this
standard and all existing
homes meet this target.

Each property has one 360 litre general waste
bin and one 360 litre recycle bin storage
and one food waste bin. Apartment blocks
have approx, 5 x 1,100 litre general waste
and 4 x recycle 1,100 litre bin for every 10
properties.

Promote on-site compost facilities to reduce
the amount of household waste sent to
landfill.

Provision of space for food
collection caddies has been
allowed for in residential
design for Chobham, East
Wick and Sweetwater.

Community composting facilities are being
researched in Chobham Manor.

15% reduction in embodied carbon in new
construction, as compared to industry
baseline.

Chobham Manor and East
Wick and Sweetwater are
designed to reduce embodied
carbon. Future studies will
evaluate performance against
this target.

East Wick are currently achieving a 22.4%
reduction in embodied carbon for Phase 1.

At least 25% recycled content of aggregate
within new buildings and infrastructure (by
weight).

Our developers regulary
exceed this target. Model
reading 24.6% of aggregates
from recycled sources at end
of 2018.

East Wick Phase 1 is achieving 29.6% for
recycled aggregates.

At least 20% of construction materials to be
from a reused or recycled source (by value).

LLDC is working with
developmemnt partners to
accurately catpture data for
this target.

To date, East Wick Phase 1 is achieving 30%
recycled content of materials.

100% of timber products from legal
and sustainable sources supported by
appropriate evidence as defined by the UK
Central Point of Expertise on Timber (CPET)
with full chain custody.

All developers comply with
this requirement.

100% of timber is from legal and sustainable
sources from both developments at East Wick
and Chobham Manor.

No use of HFCs where acceptable
alternatives exist.

No uses of HFCs have
been identified in new
construction.

To date no HFCs have been reported as used
on site.

MATERIALS
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

BIODIVERSIT Y

Public areas to contribute to Biodiversity
Action Plan and link to existing natural
corridors.

Target being met through
LLDC Green Infrastructure
requirements for all new
developments.

Our Park Design Guide was updated in
September 2018 providing designers,
developers and land managers with details of
existing standards for the Park as a whole and
principles to be adopted for proposed new
neighbourhoods, and the green infrastructure
interfaces between new development and
parkland.

Incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SUDS) into streets and the public
realm where feasible enabling species-rich
planting and local irrigation opportunities.

SUDS have been incorporated
into the landscape as far
as practicable, in keeping
with Environment Agency
guidelines.

The SUDS incorporated into our developments
at Hackney Wick Station helps to achieve a
65% improvement over Environment Agency
requirements for surface water run-off on the
site.

Design buildings and public space to reduce
the urban heat island effect.

All areas of development
are designed to incorporate
green infrastructure which
contribute to the reduction of
the urban heat island effect.

Design at Chobham Phase 1 development
seeks to exploit green infrastructure
principles by extensive use of trees, green/
brown roofs and planting, and through
built form using sustainable building design
approach including material selection in sun
exposed facades, dual aspect design and
integrated shading.

Design walkable and cycle-friendly
neighbourhoods with safe streets and paths,
and secure cycle parking in homes, offices,
and venues.

All LLDC developments are
designed to uphold these
principles and existing
development achieve these
standards.

Dedicated and safe cycle and walking routes
linking to transport nodes and routes have
been designed throughout the Chobham
Manor estate, and included in the completed
Phase 1 of Chobham Manor.

No home to be more than 350m away from
a bus stop.

Target being met through
our Local Plan and work with
Transport for London.

All development designed to be able to meet
this target, which is expected to be achieved
upon completion of the development.

20% of car parking spaces to have access to
electric charging facilities.

This target is being achieved
at East Wick and exceeded at
Chobham Manor.

All developments are being designed to
achieve this target. Parking spaces at the
completed Phase 1 at Chobham have 29%
electric charging points.

Support demand management techniques to
discourage private transport and encourage
public transport, car-sharing, car-clubs,
cycling and walking.

LLDC have agreed to
work with a consortium
of transport specialists on
advanced transport system
trials where findings will
support the advancement
of demand management
techniques.

Our advanced mobility workstream builds
on our 2017 autonomous shuttle bus trial,
furthering this exploration into the visitor
experience of mobility on the Park.

Ensure provision of shower and changing
facilities in offices to support commutes by
cycle.

Developers are required to
meet these requirements.

Development at Stratford Waterfront,
International Quarter London (IQL) and Here
East incorporates shower facilities for all
buildings at a ratio of 1 for every 10 cycle
spaces.

Parking ratios to be London Plan standard or
less.

Our Local Plan in 2015/2031
conforms with London Plan
requirements for parking
ratios. LLDC led development
is being designed to comply
with these requirements.

Our Local Plan (2015/2031) conforms with
London Plan requirements for parking ratios.
LLDC led development has been designed to
comply and meet with these requirements.

TRANSPORT
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

LIFESTYLES

Develop an occupant engagement
programme to achieve a 15% reduction in
emissions over five years, with savings to be
maintained each year.

Our occupant engagement
programe is being developed
and will commence once
Chobham Manor is fully
occupied.

We are in the early stages of comissioning a
Post Occupancy Evaluation study to review
our housing developments as they come
forward in the Olympic Park.

Through the Estate Management Strategy,
develop incentives and programmes for
residents to optimise sustainable lifestyles.

Our Smart Sustainable
District programme includes
educational outreach with
schools as well as community
outreach on urban mobility.

In 2018 we continued with our Advanced
Mobility programme, adding electric vehicle
charging points in public places to promote
and facilitate electric vehicle use.

100% of homes to have smart meters for the
collection of energy consumption data to
make more efficient use of resources.

All new homes are designed
to accommodate smart
meters.

All new homes are designed to accommodate
smart meters, and all new homes have smart
meters installed to date.

Facilitate IT infrastructure including
superfast broadband and Wi-Fi to support
working from home and venues in and
around the Park.

Free Wi-Fi is now provided
across the Park.

Our 2018 Park users survey indicated that
50% of Park users who were aware of the
service use the Wi-Fi on the Park.
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VENUES AND PARKLANDS
As our venues contribute to some of the highest water use across the
Park, our Sustainability Commitment is to maintain and improve the
current 40% reduction in potable water across the Park.
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Water Efficiency at
the London Aquatics Centre
CASE STUDY

The ambitious target of 40% reduction in potable water
consumption was set for the Park following the award
of the 2012 Olympic Games to London. Research was
conducted to help establish a challenging yet achievable
target for potable water use reduction for the Park,
with the intention to meet and go beyond targets for
the ‘London Plan’, and achievements by other major
regeneration projects including the Millennium Village
and Dome and Heathrow Terminal 5.
Research carried out concluded that through applying best practice and water efficient fittings, a 30 –
35% reduction in potable water use could be achieved against 2006 industry standards. However, the
40% reduction target was not applied to individual venues across the Park but was applied as an average.

The water strategy at the London Aquatics Centre reflects the unique characteristics specific to the venue and sought
to address the challenges posed by a water-intensive building. The strategy needed to consider the large volumes
of water within the pools, as well as the high number of pool users who shower on site before and after swimming.
The London Aquatics Centre houses a 50m competition pool, a 25m competition diving pool and a 50m training pool,
which all require regular top up from evaporation and backwash losses.
Most of the water at the London Aquatics Centre is used for showering (924 million litres out of 1,384 million litres)
which requires water quality of at least drinking water (potable water) standard. Through the specification of low-flow
fixtures and fittings, the Aquatics Centre achieved; 9 litres per minute flow showers; 5 litres per minute flow taps
with auto off controls; and 4.5 litre single-flush toilets. A greywater recycling system exploits the large quantities of
wastewater produced through the filter-backwashing process. Approximately one third of this water, (67.5 million
litres) is treated to a non-potable standard to meet toilet and urinal flushing demand, substituting mains water use.
The overall saving achieved at the London Aquatic Centre through water efficiency was 29% with a further 3% through
grey water recycling.
Further efficiencies were realised through
improved management of the swimming pool
operation, such as covering the pools and
raising the floors when the pools were not in
use.
Covering the pools is assumed to save around
30% of evaporation losses. This provided a
further 3% saving towards the potable water
reduction.
The system was designed to save 2.7 million
litres each year. The combination of water
efficiency and filter backwash recycling at
the London Aquatics Centre is expected to
achieve a potable water saving of 32% over
the building’s 25-year lifespan (2012 to 2037).
This has reduced the lifespan baseline water
usage from 1,384Ml to 936Ml.
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Water Efficiency at
the London Aquatics Centre
CASE STUDY (continued)

Looking ahead: Further demand reduction through water efficiency
In December 2018, surveys completed at the London Aquatics Centre indicated an average flow rate of 8.3 litres per
minute across the 56 shower units, and that a further 29% potable water saving could be achieved over the building’s
lifespan. Demand reduction and water efficiency on the user side still offered the greatest potential for further
improvements in water use, through the incorporation of new and innovative technologies such as low flow aerated
showers, hand wash basin taps and low flush WCs, identified as having the greatest potential for achieving reduction.

Future considerations
The current shower system consists of a mounted showerhead controlled by a mechanical push button. One option
under consideration to further improve water demand reduction at the London Aquatics Centre is an aerated shower
system. The uniqueness of an aerated shower system is that it can allow for the system as a whole to be set at a
much lower flow rate (e.g. 4.5 litres per minute), but allowing for a higher flow rate at the shower head points (e.g.
10.8 litres per minute) possibly 2.4 times greater than in the current system. This unique arrangement could allow
for a significant decrease in water demand whilst increasing the water pressure at the shower head and thereby the
shower experience of the user.
LLDC continues to investigate cost effective solutions for water efficiencies at London Aquatics Centre, targeting
systems such as the above that indicate improved performance offering environmental benefits and cost savings.
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

ENERGY

25% reduction in operational emissions
intensity in LLDC owned venues and
parklands by 2020.

39% reduction on average
across both venues and
all three energy sources
was achieved this year.
The London Aquatic Centre
recorded a 29.7% and 52%
reduction compared to the
2014 electricity and gas
baselines respectively.
The Copper Box Arena
recorded a 11% reduction
and 5% increase in energy
consumption in line with the
above, with a 30% reduction
in cooling energy.

This year, we achieved a 54% reduction in
operation emissions intensity for the Copper
Box Arena and 61% reduction in operational
emissions intensity for the London Aquatics
Centre.

Provide low carbon site lighting and
use energy efficient park maintenance
equipment.

All lighting is replaced
with the latest low energy
lighting technology. Our Park
management companies
currently have four electric
and two hybrid vehicles
operating on the Park.

This year 7% of Park lighting has been
upgraded to improve efficiency.

Protect and improve on the 40% reduction in
potable water use designed into the venues.

Combined, the Copper Box
Arena and London Aquatics
Centre are achieving a
45% reduction in water
consumption against the
2014 baseline.

This year London Aquatics Centre achieved
18% reduction in water consumption against
the 2014 baseline whereas Copper Box Arena
achieved a 12% reduction.

Irrigate parklands through rainwater
harvesting and greywater.

This year Old Ford water
recycling plant produced
57,718 m³ of non-pottable
water to the Parks grounds
and venues, an increase of
1,615m³ from the previous
year.

Although Old Ford Water recycling plant
closed this year, the plant produced 87,285
m³ of recycled water, a 51% increase on the
previous year.

Develop a strategy with the Canal & River
Trust (CRT) to enhance and protect the Park’s
blue ribbon network.

East London Waterways
Festival celebrated the
opening of the newly
restored Carpenters Road
Lock.

Planning permission granted for a riverside
park at Imperial St that will significantly
improve the waterside environment in this
area and access to the river.

WATER
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

WASTE

Recycle or compost 70% of venues and
parkland's waste by 2015.

We recycled over 93% of
waste collected from the
parkland's and venues.

97% of parkland and venue green waste
recycled during this period, a 4% increase on
the previous year.

Zero parkland waste direct to landfill by
2030.

LLDC continue to work
towards this target with our
Park service providers, with
new bin labelling planned for
2018/2019 to help increase
recycled content of waste.

During this period a 75% recycling rate was
achieved although data was incomplete.

100% provision of recycling facilities in
public areas.

Recycling facilities have been
provided across the Park.

All bin locations across the Park accommodate
recycling of all recyclable materials collected
by our waste contractor.

Signs and information across the Park will
support recycling and composting.

Recycling facilities are clearly Bin labels have been updated to illustrate
labelled across the Park.
targets and encourage support for high rates
of recycling at the Park.

MATERIALS

100% of timber and timber products from
legal and sustainable sources.

All timber used at the Park is
Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) certified.

This is a requirement embeded in the
sustainable appraisals of all building projects
on the Park.

Use of recyclable and biodegradable
materials for packaging, particularly for food.

Timer Lodge Café uses
Vegware compostable cutlery
and packaging, and all other
venues have signed up to
our Food Legacy Pledge
which encourages the use
of 55% compostable and/or
returnable packaging.

Timber Lodge Café remains the main outlet
providing compostable packaging, plates and
cutlery along with a number of outlets at Here
East. We continue to engage business in using
more sustainable food packaging solutions
through our Circular Economy Programme.

Provide 102 hectares of publicly accessible
open space, capable of being designated as
Metropolitan Open Land.

This target was achieved at
the opening of the Park and
continues to be maintained.

This has been achieved and is upheld through
our Local Plans and Policy BN.6: Protecting
Metropolitan Open Land.

Provide 45 hectares of Biodiversity Action
Plan habitat and links with existing corridors.

The Park currently
incorporates 49.1 hectares
of Biodiversity Action
Plan habitat and links with
existing corridors.

Three planning applications granted within
this monitoring year will provide a total
of 9,400sqm of Local Open Space. The
local policies have also been successful at
securing the protection of open space. The
Park currently incorporates 49.1 hectares
of Biodiversity Action Plan habitat and links
with existing corridors.

Achieve designation as a Site for
Metropolitan Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINC) by 2024.

An evidence base on the
habitats and species present
on the site continues to be
gathered as a part of the
SINC designation process.

We continue to collect data that demonstrates
that we have a broad/diverse range of
wildlife on the site. Notable findings include
rare invertebrates which contribute towards
some of the major SINC assessment criteria.

Achieve green flag status by 2015.

Green Flag status has been
achieved and is being
maintained.

Green Flag status has been achieved and is
being maintained.

BIODIVERSIT Y
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YOUR PARK,
OUR PERFORMANCE
COMMITMENT

2017/18

Achieved

On Track

Not Yet
Achieved

2018/19 UPDATE

Aim to enhance the ecological value of the
Park and ensure the land and its natural
resources are protected in perpetuity.

Our targets for Site of
Metropolitan Importance
for Nature Conservation,
Biodiversity Action Plan and
Annual Monitoring Reports
continue to uphold this
ambition.

Our targets for Site of Metropolitan
Importance for Nature Conservation, and
Annual Monitoring Reports continue to
uphold this ambition. Our Biodiversity Action
Plan will be updated to reflect this progress.

Landscaping designs that avoid chemical
control of weeds, pests and diseases.

Minimal amounts of
herbicides and pesticides are
used in the management of
the Park.

Herbicide and pesticide use is kept to a
minimum and only used on invasive
species if other non-chemical methods
have not been successful in an area.

No peat or peat-based products to be used
on site.

No peat or peat-based
products are used on the
Park.

In order to maximise the potential for
biodiversity across the Park, no peat based
products are used.

Maintain parkland access while ensuring the
protection and improvement of habitats.

The Park continues to
provide open access for all,
whilst ensuring habitats
continue to establish and
improve.

The park remains open to the public whilst
our Biodiversity Action Plan helps to protect
and improve natural habitats.

Ensure that 95% of visitors to venues and
attractions arrive by public transport, cycle
or foot.

Our 2017/2018 survey of
5579 visitors showed that
85% of respondents visited
the Park by public transport,
cycle or foot.

This year from a survey of 5,867 we found
that 82% of visitors to the Park used public
transport, walking or cycling. A slight
reduction on last years 85%.

Facilitate a cycle hire scheme within the
Park.

Santander Bikes are now on
the Park with 7 hire stations.

We now have 8 docking stations and 310
docking points located at the Park.

Encourage the public to use open space for
sport, physical wellbeing, leisure activities,
social gathering and cultural events.

780 volunteers contributing
over 16,300 hours of
volunteering recorded this
year.

Estimated figure for visitors to the Park this
year is 6.5m.

Adopt and implement the Mayor’s Food
Legacy Pledge and the Healthier Catering
Commitment.

Park caterers have signed
up to and implement the
Mayor's Food Legacy Pledge.

Park caterers are all required to (and have)
signed up to the Mayor's Food Legacy Pledge.

RAG

TRANSPORT

LIFESTYLES
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EVENTS
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park has become established as a recognised
location for hosting international world class sporting competitions
as well as local events, from community family fun days, charity
runs, festivals and mass participation events. Our Sustainability Guide
includes a commitment to collaborate with the events industry and
non-governmental organisations to share knowledge and integrate
sustainability into the sector.
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Improving the sustainability of events
CASE STUDY

LLDC is committed to improving environmental
sustainability and accessibility in all areas of its
operations. This commitment extends to the events hosted
on the Park, as well as our own community events. Over
the years larger events have included Shell Make the
Future on Stratford Waterfront, Shrouds of the Somme
in the South of the Park and mass participation events
Prudential Ride London and Virgin Sport Half Marathon.
However, these larger events are exceeded in number by
the many smaller events taking place throughout the year.
The Park is constantly transitioning to realise the legacy of the 2012 London Olympic Games. The scheduled
development of the Park means that some of the open spaces previously used for larger events are
being developed and are no longer available. Consequently, fewer large-scale events will be hosted on
the Park after 2019. In future, much of the outdoor activity will focus on smaller events such as charity
runs, community events and filming and brand activations. These events tend to be produced by smaller
scale organisations and even for larger scale producers, knowledge development and training in the
incorporation of sustainability best practice is met with limited time and resources. Recognising this need,
LLDC delivered a training day for event organisers who stage events on the Park, to help equip them with
further knowledge necessary to deliver events that improve sustainability and accessibility.
Key sustainability aims of the training day were to:
•

Challenge the way event organisers think about sustainability and accessibility when planning and delivering
events;

•

Provide opportunities for discussion and sharing best practice;

•

Look at how best to address the key concerns of organisers regarding procuring more sustainable options such as
food, drinks, waste, energy and merchandise such as Tee-shirts and medals;

•

Meet an LLDC objective to collaborate with the event industry and non-governmental organisations to share
knowledge and integrate sustainability into the sector.

Training Event
Event organisers were invited from not-for-profit, public
and private sectors that deliver a wide range of events with
average number of participants in the region of 250 to 800, as
well as event organisers of larger events with access to greater
resources. This included organisers such as Slammin Events,
who deliver Arcadia and the organisers of the major mass
participation event Prudential Ride London (a Mayoral event),
and the Virgin Sport Half Marathon.
The one-day workshop was attended by 22 participants
who received training from our provider Julie’s Bicycle. The
session’s topics included:
•

Exploring cultural sector responses to environmental
sustainability;

•

Environmental impacts: energy, food, waste, water and
travel;

•

Environmental approaches and action: case studies of good
practice from the cultural events;
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Improving the sustainability of events
CASE STUDY (continued)
•

Taking environmental action –
opportunities, tools, resources for
supporting positive environmental
change;

•

Overcoming barriers and obstacle to
achieving environmental sustainability
at events;

•

Environmental communication and
engagement with stakeholders – e.g.
clients, customers, suppliers, funders
and partners.

The sessions were a mixture of content
presentation and interactive activities
with the group to build understanding
and stimulate engagement within the
sustainability agenda.
Julie’s Bicycle is highly experienced in delivering sustainability training to small and large organisations in the cultural
and creative sector, and trains people new to sustainability as well as sustainability leaders wanting to stretch their
ambition. The workshop brought a wealth of experience and enthusiasm to the group, providing motivation and
knowledge to inspire and muster support for the environmental sustainability goals of LLDC.
Feedback from the event highlighted the need for better and easier access to information regarding innovative and new
technologies available on the market, and services that are practical and affordable for event organisers of various size.
The event also allowed LLDC and attendees to share thoughts on the key priorities from an environmental perspective
in terms of challenges to be solved such as waste management or single-use plastic as well as concerns over the
availability of resources to help deliver new initiatives. Budget was also an area of concern as smaller organisers felt
they didn’t have the budget to incorporate sustainable services/equipment into plans, e.g. the cost of solar versus diesel
generators, as whilst some areas of the Park have access to power, the areas used by events tend not to. Attendees
came away with an idea of how they can improve plans to deliver events that are more sustainable. Some have made
simple changes by incorporating technology to share routes to avoid printing them, others have asked participants to
bring refillable bottles, which are then filled with water at Timber Lodge Café. This reduced the need to supply plastic
bottles of water.
LLDC plans to build on this initiative and will continue to collaborate with internal and external events teams to identify
opportunities and apply sustainable solutions for event organisers at the Park, including plans to deliver a Meet the
Buyer event in collaboration with London Waste and Recycling Board (LWARB), connecting sustainable service and
product providers with event organisers.
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2018/19 UPDATE

RAG

ENERGY

Develop guidelines for and commit to
delivering low or zero carbon events in the
Park through for example, renewable energy,
paperless ticketing, local food sourcing, low
impact merchandising etc.

This year we updated our
events guide to incorporate
feedback from events
managers, allowing us to
better understand and
support their sustainability
needs.

Sustainable Events training day delivered to
events managers based on our Sustainable
Events Guide.

All LLDC events to limit use of bottled water
by encouraging the provision of alternative
water supplies.

Our Sustainable Events Guide
allows us to communicate
this objective to events
managers in order to help
achieve this target.

Events managers are encouraged to do this
through the Mayor's Food Pledge and our
Sustainable Events training.

Work with external event companies to
reduce potable water usage in the operation
of their events.

Our Sustainable Events
Guide provides best practice
guidance and advice
outlining the event operators
responsibility towards
sustainability.

Information and training provided to external
events companies.

Develop best practices to reduce waste
production and require event operators to
comply with guidelines.

Our Sustainable Events Guide
and collaboration with the
events industry allows us to
work towards this target at
the Park.

Events Operators are issued with Park
guidelines for best practice in waste
management at events.

Zero events waste direct to landfill by 2020.
For events held in venues, work towards the
target immediately.

Our work with our waste
management company,
events managers and our
food pledge signed by all
venue operators contributes
to the achievement of this
target.

LLDC is developing information and support
for event operators and monitoring waste at
events to help achieve this target.

The Sustainable Events Guide
provides recommendations
for the reuse of all temporary
structures.

Events Operators are issued with Park
guidelines for best practice in use of
temporary structures at events.

WATER

WASTE

MATERIALS

Temporary structures for events must be
designed and built for reuse.
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RAG

BIODIVERSIT Y

Assist the attendees in an appreciation of the
Park’s biodiversity.

Signage and display boards
across the Park provide
educational opportunities
and information to assist
visitors in the appreciation of
the Parks biodiversity.

Signage and display boards across the
Park as well as online applications provide
educational opportunities and information to
assist visitors in the appreciation of the Park's
biodiversity.

Respect and protect open space through
attention to event location, pedestrian
circulation and sight lines.

Events continue to be held in
environmental unsensitive
areas across the Park,
and the biodiversity team
incorporate guidelines and
recommendations through
the Biodiversity Action Plan.

Achieved through planning requirements
and guidelines provided by our events
management team. In addition, events
organisers are encouraged to consider Park
protection and ecology in the planning of
their events.

Information provided with tickets on
sustainable transport options to the Park.

This is an LLDC requirement
for events on the Park.

We encourage events organisers to promote
the Park as a public transport destination.

Our events team are
members of a network of
UK wide sustainable events
specialists who collaborate
and share sustainable
event information and best
practice.

LLDC held our first Sustainable Events training
session, attended by Park events organisers.

LIFESTYLES

Collaborate with the event industry and
non-governmental organisations to share
knowledge and integrate sustainability into
the sector.
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CORPORATE
LLDC’s Sustainability Guide includes a commitment to collaborate with
universities, NGOs and other research bodies to identify low impact
building materials and products, and to develop educational programmes
for visitors, workers and residents about reduction and management of
waste.
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Climathon London 2018
Circular Economy Innovation
CASE STUDY

In October 2018, London Legacy Development
Corporation posed a challenge to local business,
entrepreneurs, students and academics.
“How can Circular Economy principles be applied along
entire value chains to help eliminate plastic waste and
improve London’s resource efficiency?”.
The challenge was set as part of a hackathon event
hosted by LLDC at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park where
individuals from various backgrounds came together to
develop solutions to local environmental challenges.
Delivery Partners for the event included: Climate Kic, Plexal, Loughborough University London, London
Waste and Recycling Board (LWARB), ECHO ++, Advance London, Circular Economy Club and HSSMI.
54 participants from various backgrounds formed eleven teams including students, professionals,
entrepreneurs and the local community, and took part to simultaneously develop solutions to climate
change challenges.
The day involved presentations from our team of experts followed by teamwork with 1-2-1 support from
expert speakers from Circular Economy, plastic packaging, waste management, sustainable design and
user experience design professions, in a unique learning, team building, design and problem-solving skills
development and sharing event. The event included inspirational artworks by local artist Sandie Sutton
who specialises in using reclaimed household plastic materials to create unique works of art with a focus
on the theme of the natural environment.

The resultant competition winners were identified as the team called Styroloop; a group of individuals previously
unknown to each other but who worked together to develop a product and service that would tackle the challenge of
expanded polystyrene (EPS) waste. EPS waste is not currently recycled by most local authorities in the UK, resulting in
thousands of tonnes of waste going into landfill or incineration every year.
The Styroloop approach is a new way to recycle (EPS) which has never been done in the UK. The process releases
the air bubbles which make EPS bulky, shrinking it to 1% of its size into a deflated polystyrene (DPS), creating a high
quality circular material, offering both recycling and re-manufacture opportunities to the plastic material.
The Styroloop team has its roots in London and East London: CEO Katie-May Boyd is an interdisciplinary innovator
who graduated with an MA in Material Futures at Central Saint Martins. Katie lives and works in London and was
involved in the design and making of costumes for the 2012 opening and closing Olympic and Paralympic ceremonies.
Other team members include:
• Farhad Shaterian-S-Bidgol – Circular Value Team
Leader
• Charlie O’Donoghue – Business Analyst
• Ana Jaramillo – Environmental Strategist
• Lisa Yip – Product Designer
• Raj Shah – Technology Consultant
• Gareth Thompson – Business Advisor
• Isabel Farfan – User Experience (UX) Designer and
local resident.
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Climathon London 2018
Circular Economy Innovation
CASE STUDY (continued)

Following their hackathon success, the
team went on to receive initial business
development support from LLDC,
initially through business coaching
provided by Echo++, then through
a more in-depth strategic business
development support through LWARB.
The Styroloop team also went on to
be selected as a finalist in the 2018
Mayor’s Award.
The team plan to develop their
business to reflect diversity and
openness to new circular material
solutions. Their business model is
based on customers buying high
quality designed products and they are
currently talking to two big British
designers to collaborate and bring their
products to market.

Winning team with members from our judging panel.

The event supported LLDC’s strategic approach for collaboration with key partners to help create a dynamic
new metropolitan centre for London, and meet Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park’s and the Mayor of London’s
environmental sustainability commitments to eliminate single use plastic waste in London and minimise waste
production across the capital.
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RAG

ENERGY

Achieve 25% reduction in corporate
emissions intensity by 2020 (includes
emissions from energy use in office premises
as well as staff travel).

Achieved a 35% reduction
on our 2013/2014 baseline
for emissions intensity from
office use.

Achieved over 36% reduction in absolute
energy use compared to our 2014 baseline.

LLDC is identifying an
appropriate benchmark to
work towards to measure
this target in the absence of
the Defra benchmark.

LLDC is identifying an appropriate benchmark
to work towards to measure this target in the
absence of the Defra benchmark.

Deliver education programmes for visitors,
workers and residents about the reduction
and management of waste.

The LLDC plastic challenge
provided LLDC staff with the
opportunity to take action to
reduce the amount of single
use plastics in day to day
activities.

This year we engaged businesses and visitors
in a range of plastic waste initiatives including
bin-relabelling, business surveys and
community engagement, through a themed
competition on the topic of plastic waste.

Integrate sustainability requirements into
supplier contracts and management rules

New bins were introduced
to the office as a part of
our approach to improving
recycling and reuse.

This is achieved through our Responsible
Procurement action plan.

Collaborate with universities, NGOs and
other research bodies to identify low impact
building materials and products.

LLDC continues to work with
Smart Sustainable District
partners on innovation
projects.

Through our circular economy workstream,
we identified materials to be considered for
further investigation.

Require all suppliers of goods and services
to adhere to our sustainable procurement
policy.

The newly updated GLA
Responsible Procurement
Policy is being integrated
into all new tenders and
contracts signed by the LLDC.

Responsible Procurement Policy implemented,
and updated in 2018.

WATER

Measure water intensity against an
appropriate benchmark.

WASTE

MATERIALS
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RAG

BIODIVERSIT Y

Encourage staff to take part in biodiversity
awareness activities.

Staff are informed and
invited to take part in
biodiversity activities that
run throughout the year at
the Park.

Staff took part in an urban greening
workshop, and learned about the importance
of green space and its potential to positively
impact on health and wellbeing.

Provide opportunities for local people to get
involved in nature conservation work and
biodiversiy-related activities.

Our Biodiversity Action
Plan includes a schedule
of volunteer opportunities
to take part in biodiversity
management activities at the
Park.

Opportunities are created through our
Biodiversity Action Plan and collaboration
with Park managers and our community of
volunteers.

Maintain our Travel Plan Framework for all
new developments and initiatives within the
Park.

Our Travel Plan Framework
remains appropriate for
the level of development
achieved to date.

Our Travel Plan Framework remains
appropriate for the level of development
completed to date.

Encourage sustainable modes of transport
for staff commuting and work-based travel.

LLDC continues to encourage
cycling and walking to work
through our Cycle to Work
scheme, and taking part in
Cycle September.

LLDC's Cycle to Work scheme and
participation in Cycle September contributes
to meeting this requirement.

Ensure provision of shower and changing
facilities in offices to support commutes by
cycle.

Shower and changing facilities Shower and changing facilities are available
to all staff and used by those walking,
are available to all staff.
running or cycling to, or at work.

TRANSPORT

LIFESTYLES

Promote educational initiatives and research
programmes to enable sustainable behaviour
to become the norm in and around the Park.

LLDC continues to promote
sustainable lifestyles through
our Smart Sustainable
District programme.

Our Design Engineer Construct and School
21 programmes facilitate and promotes
education in the built environment covering
all aspects of sustainability from behaviour
change to sustainable energy.

Provide environmental awareness training
for all staff and contractors.

New staff members receive
published information on
sustainability at LLDC offices,
the Park and a guided tour of
the Park which takes in many
of the Parks sustainability
features.

New staff members receive a guided tour of
the Park which takes in many of the Park’s
sustainability features and is complemented
by sustainability information on the staff
intranet.

Deliver a visitor centre within the energy
centre by 2014.

Achieved

Achieved upon the opening of the Park.
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LOOKING AHEAD
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to celebrate its fifth anniversary
The south of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park officially reopened in April 2014, meaning it will complete its
fifth year of opening next year.
After the 2012 London Olympic Games, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park went through a two-year
transformation to begin the creation of a destination residents, UK and international visitors and stars
alike would enjoy and want to spend time. We look forward to celebrating in 2019 the success to date in
the journey on route to achieving that vision.

Advanced Mobility
LLDC is working to establish Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park as a testbed for advanced mobility solutions.
This work supports the Mayor of London and Transport for London’s consideration of the potential
benefits (and risks) associated with the emergence of new technology in the transport sector – including
connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs). Capri
Mobility and Smart Mobility Living Lab: London are
two projects supported by The Centre for Connected
& Autonomous Vehicles (CCAV), the government
department set up to support the early market for
CAV, funded by Innovate UK. These projects are:
Capri Mobility a collaborative research and
development project being delivered by an AECOM
led consortium comprising 19 partner organisations
across the public, private and academic sectors.
The aim of Capri is to build passenger, regulatory
and market trust in autonomous pods as a practical,
safe and affordable way to travel. Capri will be
undertaking two trials on the Park in September
2019 – trial 3 and in January 2020 – trial 4.
Smart Mobility Living Lab: London (SMLL): an organisation that aims to build the UK’s most advanced
environment for developing future transport technologies, services and business models. Through coinnovation, the consortium will create two scalable testing environments and develop protocols and
standards that will attract research and development investment in the rapidly developing field of (CAV),
technology. These two test and development environments will be based around the public roads in the
Royal Borough of Greenwich and Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

East Bank ground breaking
Work to begin on East Bank; a £1.1bn project that
represents the most significant single investment in
London’s culture since the legacy of the 1851 Great
Exhibition.
The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, will break ground
to mark the start of construction on East Bank – the
country’s new powerhouse of culture, education,
innovation and growth. UCL East and Stratford
Waterfront sites at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
will become the largest culture and education project
for a generation. East Bank will help to cement the
capital’s reputation as a world leader in these fields,
with a new purpose-built east London hub.
Local schoolchildren will bury a time capsule to symbolise the huge impact the project will have on the
capital’s future generations.
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Contact us
If you have any questions regarding any aspect of our sustainability work at LLDC
please get in touch via email: customerservices@queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk

London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10
1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road
London
E20 1EJ
QueenElizabethOlympicPark.co.uk

“Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park:
a dynamic new metropolitan centre for London”

